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Abstract
Objective of this study was to assess the validity of β-Crosslap concerning prostate carcinoma and to evaluate its benefit in the early detection, the diagnosis and 
the monitoring of this prostatic disorder. β-Crosslap and prostate-specific antigen (PSA) were measured as a comparison. The serum samples of 210 patients were 
analyzed using a specific immunoassay. The patients were divided into seven groups according to the Whitmore Jewett Classification: 100 healthy subjects, 27 patients 
with benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH), 8 patients with prostate carcinoma level A, 17 patients with prostate carcinoma level B, 17 patients with prostate carcinoma 
level C, 29 patients with prostate carcinoma level D, 12 patients were not assigned.

In patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia β-Crosslap showed a sensitivity of 51.85% and a specificity of 93%. PSA showed a sensitivity of 62.96% and a specificity 
of 92% in the same cohort. Irrespective of the stage of prostate cancer β-Crosslap showed a sensitivity of 90.36% and a specificity of 100%. PSA showed a sensitivity 
of 86.74% and a specificity of 100%. If one refers to the different disease stages β-Crosslap showed a sensitivity of 75% at stage A, a sensitivity of 94.11% at stage B, a 
sensitivity of 88.23% at stage C and a sensitivity of 96.55% at stage D. At all stages there was a specificity of 100%. Elevated concentrations of this marker could always 
be detected. PSA showed a sensitivity of 62.5% at stage A, a sensitivity of 76.47% at stage B, a sensitivity of 88.23% at stage C and a sensitivity of 96.55% at stage D. 
Elevated concentrations of this marker could always be detected. For the diagnosis of benign prostatic hyperplasia β-Crosslap does not provide any benefit due to its 
lower sensitivity. However, for the diagnosis of prostatic carcinoma one could profit from β-Crosslap as a prognostic marker especially at early stages of the disease.

Introduction
In Germany prostatic cancer is ranked first among all cancers in the 

male population showing an annual incidence of approximately 58,000 
cases [1] which is higher than that of intestinal or lung cancer. Also 
in the United Stated prostate carcinoma was the most frequent cancer 
with about 218.890 new cases and about 27.050 deaths in 2007 [2]. The 
incidence increases with age and reaches a level of 1,000/100,000/year 
at the age of 80. Latent or occult carcinomas are not included in these 
figures. Therefore an even higher incidence can be assumed [3].

The “life time” risk to die from a clinically pronounced prostatic 
carcinoma is approximately 10% [3]. With an incidence of 65 to 75% 
the bone involvement, especially the metastatic spread into the axial 
skeleton is a major cause of the mortality and the morbidity [4]. Lower 
back pain may be symptoms of metastatic disease occur at an advanced 
and at the late stage [3].

On account of preventive medical check-ups and the currently 
available diagnostic measures the 5 year survival rate increased 
substantially in the past years [1].

Within this frame laboratory chemistry tests are available to assess 
the extent of the disease, the kind of the transformation and to monitor 
the course of the disease after a therapeutic intervention [3].

PSA can be detected in serum as prostate specific biomarker. 
This still leading tumor marker for the evaluation of disorders of the 
prostate gland does not show a sufficient sensitivity for the detection of 
prostate carcinomas.

Not only for this reason the search for new biomarkers with a 
higher specificity and sensitivity for the detection of a malignancy and 

for its staging and the assessment of the presence of metastases is of 
high importance [5].

In this context various products of metabolism play major roles 
which are formed during the bone remodeling and absorption driven by 
osteoblasts and bone absorbing osteoclasts, respectively. Furthermore, 
the associated regulation factors and ligands are of relevance. These 
biochemical markers have turned out to be a useful, noninvasive and 
comparatively inexpensive method for the assessment and monitoring 
of metastatic bone involvement [6].

β-Crosslap is a degradation product of bone metabolism. It is 
detectable in serum if bone metabolism is increased, e.g. in osteoporosis 
but also in patients with cancer where the primary tumor has impact on 
bone metabolism. This is enabled through certain mediators or tumor 
metastases [7-13].

Accordingly, subject of the present study was to measure sensitivity 
and specificity of the tumor marker β-Crosslap and to evaluate its 
clinical relevance for different disorders of the prostate gland.
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Patients and methods
This study comprised a cohort of 210 patients. Among them were 

100 healthy subjects, 27 patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia, and 
83 patients with prostatic carcinoma. The markers PSA and β-Crosslap 
were measured in the serum of patients. The measurement of the serum 
concentration was carried out through the immunologic in vitro test 
using the Elecsys 2010 measuring instrument by Roche Diagnostics 
Mannheim and the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University Frankfurt in 
Germany.

Patients with prostatic carcinoma were subsequently assigned to 4 
groups according to the Whitmore Jewett

Classification to assess sensitivity and specificity of β-Crosslap at 
each of the disease stages.

Group case number 
[n(total)=210]

1 healthy subjects 100

2 benign prostatic 
hyperplasia

27

3 prostatic carcinoma
[total]

83

Stage A 8
Stage B 17
Stage C 17
Stage D 29
Not assigned 12

Results
Diagnostic parameters of benign prostatic hyperplasia

The results of diagnostic parameters for patients with benign 
prostatic hyperplasia are depicted in Table 1 and diagram 1. It is 
obvious that β-Crosslap showing a specificity of 93% and a sensitivity 
of 51.85% is not more effective than PSA which shows a comparable 
specificity of 92% but a sensitivity of 62.96%. The “Area under the 
ROC-Curve” also shows PSA to offer a better separation at 0.845185 
than β-Crosslap at 0.745370.

Diagnostic parameters of prostatic carcinoma

Specificity and sensitivity of tumor markers undergo considerable 
changes in prostatic carcinoma. If both tumor markers are compared 
with each other irrespective of the stage of the disease (Table 2 and 
diagram 2) β-Crosslap shows a specificity of 100% and a sensitivity 
of 90.36% at the optimal cut-off of 0.64 ng/ml. At the same level of 
specificity PSA shows a sensitivity of only 86.74%. Likewise, the Area 
under the ROC-

Curve shows an optimal separation for β-Crosslap at 0.960663 
which is considerable lower for PSA at 0.880060. If one looks at the 
tumor stages separately the properties of tumor markers deviate 
significantly in several stages from the overall picture shown in Table 2: 
At stage A ß-Crosslap shows a specificity of 100% (Table 3 and diagram 
3), however, a sensitivity of only 75%. Likewise PSA shows at 100% 
specificity a sensitivity of only 62.5%. If one takes also the AUC of the 
ROC-curve into consideration ß-Crosslap is the more effective tumor 
marker at stage A of the disease.

Table 4 and diagram 4 show results of stage B prostatic carcinoma. 
At this stage ß-Crosslap stands out as the more sensitive marker at 
an optimal cut-off value of 0.64. Although PSA und ß-Crosslap show 
a similar specificity of 100% the sensitivity of 94.11% versus 76.47% 
as compared to PSA at an optimal cut-off value of 6.0 ng/ml shows 
ß-Crosslap to be the more effective marker. The area under the ROC-
Curve confirms the superior performance of ß-Crosslap. At stage C 
(Table 5 and diagram 5) both tumor markers match. At a specificity 
of 100% both show a similar sensitivity of 88.23%. Only referring to 
the Area under the ROC-Curve a superior separation of ß-Crosslap at 
0.966716 stands out.

The optimal cut-off values being 1.48 ng/ml for ß-Crosslap and 
14.7 ng/ml for PSA are relatively high as compared to the ones at 
subsequent tumor stages. As in stage C both tumor markers are on the 
same level at stage D. Both show a specificity of 100% and a sensitivity 
of 96.55%.

Discussion
With respect to cause of death prostatic carcinoma is ranked third 

after deaths due to malignancies of lung and intestine representing 
approximately 11,000 deaths per year followed by pancreatic and 
gastric cancer [1]. The challenge of early detecting malignant changes 
of the prostate gland lies in the asymptomatic early stage [3].

PSA can be detected in serum as prostate specific biomarker. 
This still leading tumor marker for the evaluation of disorders of the 
prostate gland does not show a sufficient sensitivity for the detection 
of prostate carcinomas. Because PSA is susceptible to many disturbing 
factors it can be detected in serum in high concentrations just 
because of manipulations such as digital rectal examinations or other 
interventions. Non-malignant disorders of the prostate gland such 
as prostatitis result in increased levels also. Only in connection with 
further imaging diagnostics or the extraction of biopsies a reliable 
statement can be made [3,14].

Actually Wymenga et al. found in their study that in 13% of patients 
with bone metastases the wrong diagnosis was made if PSA levels were 
the only diagnostic criteria [15].

Sophisticated measures such as the rectal ultrasound examination 
with or without spindle biopsy as well as X-ray, skeleton scintigraphy, 
MRT and MRT  Lymphography to obtain tumor staging are 
indispensable [2,14,15].

Furthermore Oremek et al. found that PSA has a low specificity for 
bone metastases. In their study, the specificity was 51.9% [16]. Not only 
for this reason the search for new biomarkers with a higher specificity 
and sensitivity for the detection of a malignancy and for its staging and 
the assessment of the presence of metastases is of high importance. 
Several studies have shown that bone metastases were present in 83-
90% of deceased patients with prostatic carcinoma and that these were 
causing the predominant symptoms during the course of the suffering 
[5]. In this regard the bone interaction of prostate disorders offers an 
opportunity to develop new diagnostic and therapeutic procedures for 
screening and follow-up programs [5].

Objective of this study was to assess the validity of β-Crosslap 
concerning prostate carcinoma and to evaluate its benefit in the early 
detection, the diagnosis and the monitoring of this prostatic disorder.

Validity of β-Crosslap
The sample material was obtained from patients with prostate 
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Diagram 1a: ROC-Analysis PSA Diagram 1b: ROC-Analysis β-Crosslap 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 1c: Box-Plots Diagram 1d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations 
 
 
 
  
Table 1 shows measurement results for PSA and β-Crosslap in patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia.  
Like PSA (62.96%) β-Crosslap shows a low sensitivity (51.85%). PSA shows a specificity of 92% and β-Crosslap one of  
93%. The standard deviation is high for PSA (7.3611). For β-Crosslap the standard deviation is 0.6089 
 
Sensitivity and specificity as well as the cut-off value are shown in diagram 1a and 1b. Average values with the 
corresponding standard deviations and the quartiles are shown in diagram 1c and 1d 

Table 1. Diagnostic parameters of BPH
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PSA β-Crosslap

Cut-off 4.45 0.64

sensitivity 86.74% 90.36%

specificity 100% 100%

area under the ROC-Curve 0.880060 0.960663

median 38.2 7.4
standard deviation 933.2039 29.2910

Diagram 2a: ROC-Analysis PSA Diagram 2b: ROC-Analysis β-Crosslap

Diagram 2c: Box-Plot median and quartiles Diagram 2d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations

In Table 2 the diagnostic parameters of PSA and β-Crosslap in prostatic carcinoma are depicted irrespective of 
the stage of the disease. The sensitivity of β-Crosslap of 90.36% is higher than that of PSA (86.74%) at a 
specificity of 100%. The standard deviation of PSA is very high at 933.2039. For β-Crosslap it is 29.2910.
Sensitivity and specificity as well as the Cut-off-value are depicted in diagram 2a and 2b. Average values with 
corresponding standard deviations and quartiles are depicted in diagram 2c and 2d .

Table 2. Diagnostic parameters for patients with prostatic carcinoma (in total).
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PSA β-Crosslap

Cut-off 4.9 ng/ml 0.69 ng/ml

sensitivity 62.5% 75%

specificity 100% 100%

Area under the ROC-Curve 0.675000 0.871875

Median 12.9 3.3
standard deviation 16.6996 2.8957

Diagram3a: ROC-Analyse PSA Diagram 3b: ROC-Analyse β-Crosslap

Diagram 3c: Box-Plots median and quartiles Diagram 3d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations

Table 3 shows diagnostic parameters for PSA and β-Crosslap at stage A prostatic carcinoma. he sensitivity of β-

Crosslap of 75% is higher than that of PSA (62.5%) at the same specificity of 100%. The standard deviation of

PSA is 16.6996 . For β-Crosslap it is 2.8957. Sensitivity and specificity as well as the Cut-off value are depicted 

in diagram 3a and 3b. Average values with corresponding standard deviations and quartiles are shown in 

diagram 3c and 3d.

Table 3. Diagnostic parameters for patients with stage A prostatic carcinoma.
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PSA β-Crosslap

Cut-off 6.0 ng/ml 0.64 ng/ml

sensitivity 76.47% 94.11%

specificity 100% 100%

Area under the ROC-Curve 0.793235 0.977353

Median 10.5 2.4
Standardabweichung 10.5314 2.4589

Diagram 4a: ROC-Analyse PSA Diagram 4b: ROC-Analyse β-Crosslap

Diagram 4c: Box-Plots median and quartiles Diagram 4d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations

Table 4 shows diagnostic parameters for PSA and β-Crosslap in stage B prostatic carcinoma. At the same 
specificity of 100% β-Crosslap shows a sensitivity of 94.11% which is higher than that of PSA (76.4%). The 
standard deviation of PSA is 10.5314. For β -Crosslap it is 2.4589. Sensitivity and specificity as well as the 
Cut -off value are depicted in diagram 4a and 4b. Average values with corresponding standard deviations are 
shown in diagram 4c and 4d.

Table 4. Diagnostic parameters for patients with stage B prostatic carcinoma.
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PSA β-Crosslap

Cut-off 14.7 ng/ml 1.48 ng/ml

sensitivity 88.23% 88.23%

specificity 100% 100%

Area under the ROC-Curve 0.891765 0.966176

Median 80.4 11.2
Standardabweichung 342.0667 23.6475

Diagram 5a: ROC-Analyse PSA Diagram 5b: ROC-Analyse β-Crosslap

Diagram 5c: Box-Plots median and quartiles Diagram 4d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations

Table 5 shows diagnostic parameters for PSA and β-Crosslap in stage C prostatic carcinoma. β-Crosslap and 
PSA both show a sensitivity of 88.23% and a specificity of 100%. The standard deviation of PSA is 342.0667.

For β-Crosslap it is 23.6475. Sensitivity and specificity as well as the Cut-off value are depicted in diagram 5a
and 5b. Average values with corresponding standard deviations and quartiles are shown in diagram 5c and 5d.

Table 5. Diagnostic parameters for patients with stage C prostatic carcinoma.
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PSA β-Crosslap

Cut-off 4.45 ng/ml 0.71 ng/ml

sensitivity 96.55% 96.55%

specificity 100% 100%

Area under the ROC-Curve 0.965517 0.986724

Median 159 12.8
Standardabweichung 1451.7031 40.1811

Diagram 6a: ROC-Analyse PSA Diagram 6b: ROC-Analyse β-Crosslap

Diagram 6c: Box-Plots median and quartiles Diagram 6d: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations

Table 6 shows diagnostic parameters for PSA and β-Crosslap in stage D prostatic carcinoma. β-Crosslap and 
PSA show a sensitivity of 96.55% and a specificity of 100%. The standard deviation of PSA is 1451.7031. For

β-Crosslap it is 40.1811. Sensitivity and specificity as well as the Cut-off value are depicted in diagram 6a and 
6b. Average values with corresponding standard deviations and quartiles are shown in diagram 6c and 6d.

Table 6. Diagnostic parameters for patients with stage D prostatic carcinoma.
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carcinoma, from patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia as well as 
from healthy subjects.

This material was used to measure the tumor marker PSA and 
β-Crosslap. Values obtained from both markers in various prostatic 
disorders were correlated and assessed which revealed significant 
differences of the validity within the respective disorder categories.

Validity of β-Crosslap in patients with benign prostatic 
hyperplasia

In the group of patients with benign prostatic hyperplasia the 
tumor markers PSA and β-Crosslap were measured in 27 patients. In 
this process β-Crosslap showed a slightly higher specificity of 93% than 
PSA of 92%. Its sensitivity of 51.85% was significantly lower than that 
of PSA of 62.96%.

Table 1 shows the average value of PSA to be slightly increased at 
4.1 ng/ml. In six patients a concomitant urinary tract infection was 
documented and in one patient a chronic unspecified inflammation 
of the prostate gland. One further patient was under long term 
treatment with a bladder catheter. These secondary diagnoses and this 
concomitant treatment may explain an additional increase of the PSA 
value and the increased average value. All of this may account for the 
high standard deviation of 7.3611 and the low sensitivity of 62.96%.

In three additional patients secondary diagnoses of malignant 
diseases were present. One patient was suffering from lung cancer, one 
patient from cancer of the esophagus and the third one from colon 
cancer. Two more patients were suffering from tetra spastic and from 
Parkinson´s disease. At the time of conducting this study staging of 
malignant diseases was not available. In one looks at the diagnostic 
parameters in Table 1 the average value of β-Crosslap is increased at 
0.42.

In the case of benign prostatic hyperplasia it can be assumed bone 
tissue not to be affected since the disease is confined to the increase 
of prostatic tissue. Since some of the patients were suffering from 
malignant processes the increased value of β-Crosslap may be due to 
affection of bone tissue through these secondary diagnoses. W. Ebert 
and colleagues were able to show a connection between lung cancer 
and the increase of CTX values [17]. They point out, however, that 
this connection if given only in case of metastasis. At stages without 
metastasis no significant increase was found [17].

Oremek and colleagues [18,19] illustrate in their studies the 
association of metastasized tumors with the increase of markers of 
bone formation. Primarily in metastasized colon and liver carcinoma 
as well as in advanced breast cancer increased β-Crosslap values were 
detectable in the blood of affected patients. Due to the abnormally high 
values which correlated with tumor stages Oremek and colleagues 
suggested to use β-Crosslap as a new marker for the assessment and the 
treatment of patients suffering from stages of these malignant diseases 
in which metastases are present  [18,19].

Validity of β-Crosslap in patients with prostatic 
carcinoma

Patients with prostatic carcinoma were assigned to stages of the 
disease according to the Whitmore-Jewett Classification. Accordingly, 
8 subjects were at stage A, 17 at stage B and 17 at stage C. 29 subjects 
were assigned to stage D. In 7 subjects concomitant diseases of the 
kidney or the urinary tract were present like renal insufficiency in 4 
cases, one case of interstitial cystitis, one case of hydronephrosis and 
one case of renal pelvic stone.

One patient was suffering from bronchial asthma whereas another 
one was diagnosed with pulmonary emphysema. 5 patients were 
suffering from Diabetes mellitus. Two subjects were diagnosed with 
ulcerative colitis. One subject presented with hepatocellular carcinoma 
as secondary malignancy.

If one looks at the measurement results shown in Diagram 7 it 
becomes apparent that ß-Crosslap values are higher than those of 
healthy subjects. In addition, they correlate with tumor progression: 
The median of the measured results lies at 3.3 ng/ml at stage A, at 2.4 
ng/ml at stage B, at 11.2 ng at stage C reaching 12.8 ng/ml at stage 
D. Likewise, PSA shows a stage dependent increase of measurement 
results in accordance with tumor progression.

However, a significant difference between both markers lies in their 
standard deviations. Whereas this assumes great dimensions in case of 
PSA it is relatively minor in case of β-Crosslap. At stage A a standard 
deviation of

16.6996 for PSA and of 2.8957 for β-Crosslap, respectively were 
calculated. The higher the stage the higher the associated standard 
deviation: At stage D the standard deviation of 1451.7031 for PSA and 
of 40.1811 for β-Crosslap illustrate this.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diagram 7a: Box-Plots median and quartiles Diagram 7b: Bar-Plots Average values and standard deviations 
 
 

Diagram 7. Overview of β-Crosslap values.  Diagrams 7a and 7b show the average values, the standard deviations as well as the quartiles of tumor stages in a direct comparison with the 
changes they undergo at increasing tumor stages.
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If one compares PSA with ß-Crosslap at each of the tumor stages 
it becomes obvious that ß-Crosslap offers a higher validity especially at 
the stages A and B. At stage A the sensitivity of 75% of ß-Crosslap is 
superior to the one of PSA of 62.5% at the same level of specificity. Also 
at stage B ß-Crosslap suggests to have a higher sensitivity of 94.11% 
whereas PSA at that stage shows a sensitivity of 76.47% only.

At stages C and D both markers show the same sensitivity and 
specificity. However, if one takes into consideration the separation 
(AUC) as well as the standard deviation it becomes obvious ß-Crosslap 
to be less susceptible to interfering factors.

Conclusion
If one refers to the results of each stage of prostate carcinoma 

separately β-Crosslap shows to be more sensitive than PSA. Especially 
at the early stages β-Crosslap proved to offer a significantly higher 
sensitivity in the diagnostic of metastases. At later stages of the disease 
the values of both markers are similar. However, the susceptibility 
of β-Crosslap to influencing factors is lower which also offers an 
advantage over PSA.

For the diagnosis of benign prostatic hyperplasia β-Crosslap does 
not provide any benefit due to its lower sensitivity. However, for the 
diagnosis of prostatic carcinoma one could profit from β-Crosslap as a 
prognostic marker especially at early stages of the disease.  
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